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Historical Information
Spartacus Encyclopedia - A site that has a complete review of the child labor movement in Britain.
Includes, interviews with people, tactic, statistics, legislation and other essential information.
Swansea History Web - A site that goes into specific detail about Child Labor in Wales.
The History Place - A site that has selected pictures of Lewis W. Hine, along with the original
captions and a summary of his life's work.
Triangle Fire - A good site to visit for complete information on the Triangle Factory Fire, how it
affected people and the results of the fire.

Businesses & Information
Child Slave Labor News - A site with updated daily with news on Child Labor.
National Consumers League - A consumer organization that tracks businesses that use child
labor.
Walt Disney - Business Homepage.
Nike - Business Homepage.
Wal-Mart - Business Homepage.
McDonald's - Business Homepage.

Current Movements
Free The Children - One of the most active international child labor organizations, run by children
and based in Canada.
UNICEF - The United Nations Website for their UNICEF organization. An international aide
organization battling various forms of children's rights issues.
Amnesty International - An international organization that tracks all types of human rights
violations.
Rugmark - A carpet weaving boycotting movement against child labor in Southern Asia.
International Labour Organization - An International Organization that has set up a Convention
making international laws against child labor.
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health or Studies Pages - The US governments
studies on legal child labor and statistics. They also have some studies on illegal child labor.
Global March Against Child Labor - A full scale international march, that convenes in major cities
across the world. Working to get the ILO's Covention passed in all countries.
Fisek Institute - A research institute that handles various statistics world-wide.
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CWIN - International Organization based in India.
Another March on Child Labor - Another March much like Global March.

Other Links
US Foreign Policy - Foreign policy by the US that may enforce child labor.
Child Labor in India - About the causes and facts of child labor in India.
Globalization Effects On Child Labor - Possibilities that globalization may increase child labor.
Causes of Child Labor - Church World Organization, with cause and effects of child labor.
Library of Congress - Lewis Hine Photographs - The LOC's photographs by Lewis Hine.
JavaSource.Com - A webpage with various free javascripts to aide in web design.
SOC3034 Home Page - Virginia Tech's Sociology3304 - Collective Action webpage for Professor
Dunaway.
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